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What’s Happened
to Partner
Compensation?
Blame It on the Cloud, Ecosystems, or Subscription
Models—They’re All Upending the Way Tech
Partners Get Paid
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PARTNER COMPENSATION

For years, compensating partners in
the technology industry was a relatively
straightforward exercise. In most cases,
traditional resellers and strategic partners
peddling their wares arm-in-arm in a
collaborative selling model simply took their cut
from individual transactions that often closed
for large sums of money. IT vendors would
drop off hardware or software at the customer’s
door, collect what was frequently seven or eight
figures’ worth of revenue for the merchandise,
and then split this large pie up with partners
according to pre-agreed-upon percentages.
However, in recent years the issue, and process, of compensating partners has gotten much more complicated, and only
figures to get more challenging in the next decade thanks to
two shifts that have been discussed at length within the industry and in this magazine: 1) the cloud and 2) ecosystems.
The move to cloud has already made a significant impact on
the old ways of doing things. Underpinning cloud services are
subscription models in which software companies no longer
get a good portion of the revenue up front in one big transaction. Instead, customers pay a monthly fee for ongoing use of
software and hardware services, and they have the option of
opting out at any time. Money is spread out over the lifetime
of the customer relationship—partners can no longer count
on splitting up one massive pile of cash.
In 2018, Accenture said that ecosystems would be the main
change agent that would render current business models
unrecognizable in five years. Although it hasn’t happened as
quickly as predicted, we’re still well on our way toward that
reality, and compensation policies are going to need to continually evolve in parallel. Meanwhile, revenue attributed to
technology alliances is expected to double by the end of this
decade, ultimately reaching $7 trillion, according to Forrester.

The Customer Journey in 28 Moments
“While we double the size of this industry, the way that
money changes hands is going to significantly change,” said
Jay McBain, principal analyst for channels, partnerships, and
ecosystems at Forrester, who is publishing a paper titled “Now
Tech: Channel Incentives Management” and an additional
Forrester Wave report on the topic in Q1 of next year.
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Today, almost two-thirds of that money flows through partners and distributors. In 10 years, tech transactions will be
split roughly into thirds between traditional partners, marketplaces, and direct sales. Partner compensation is going to be a
different animal for all three, even in the world of traditional
partner sales. Yes, there will still be a pool of revenue coming
from “gross-to-nets,” the difference between the wholesale and
list prices, and there will likely still be a chunk of change paid
out at the point of the transaction and a smaller percentage
handed out afterward in the form of volume rebates, customer
bonuses, and sales performance incentive funds (SPIFs).
However, the buyer’s journey has changed dramatically. Now,
prospective customers are doing their own research and going
“digital-only” in deciding on what to buy well before the transaction itself, according to McBain.

“While we double the size of this
industry, the way that money changes
hands is going to significantly change.”
“We now understand that there are on average 28 different
moments in that digital journey, and vendors are wanting
partners to do more in those 28 moments—more ebooks, podcasts, webinars, local presentations—whatever it is to impact
that customer and get them towards that vendor for the point
of vendor selection. There’s now money starting to flow earlier
in the journey. It’s not transacted the same way because it’s
not connected to the transaction,” McBain explained. Vendors
need their partners to help with the marketing of joint solutions, but since the customer hasn’t bought any products or
services yet, there’s no pie from which to take a slice.
After the transaction, vendors and their allies face a similar
conundrum—with a twist. Although the monthly subscription fee provides some revenue to play with, it doesn’t cover
everything that goes into keeping customers happy, including
the work to integrate these new services with clients’ existing infrastructures, maintenance, upgrades, and “upselling,
cross-selling, and enriching the contract,” according to
McBain, all of which has to occur “every 30 days, forever.”
Put another way, for every dollar companies spend trying to
nab an individual customer win, McBain suggested that in a
few years they will split that George Washington up so that
$0.33 gets spent “getting them to the dance,” $0.33 is spent
“at the dance,” and the last $0.33 goes toward “keeping them
dancing forever.”

PARTNER COMPENSATION

“[We’re] spreading dollars across the entire customer journey,
and taking the foot off of the gas on the transaction itself,” said
McBain.
Even direct sales is seeing the same shift. McBain estimated
that 90 percent of direct deals will be partner-assisted in the
future.

“[We’re] spreading dollars across
the entire customer journey, and
taking the foot off of the gas
on the transaction itself.”
“They’re not getting paid because the money is flowing
direct—there’s no margin—but there’s opportunity for [partners] to be compensated for getting the customer to include
you in vendor selection, getting them to transact in the first
30 days, and getting them to transact every 30 days forever,”
he said. “The way that you level out partner-assist dollars is all
new. Ninety-nine percent of companies aren’t in this mode but
are getting in this mode.”

Influence, Transact, Retain: Incenting
Partners at Every Step
Add all of this up and incentives will be divided based on what
McBain described as a “trifurcated model.”
“How do I compensate an ‘influence-style’ channel? How do I
compensate a transactional channel? How do I compensate a
‘retention-style’ channel?” he said, adding that an overwhelming majority of this activity will be alliance-driven, “but it

won’t be based on resell or the movement of money. It will be
based on driving partner behavior, partner motivation, and
loyalty—and driving your ecosystem forward, regardless of
how the money changes hands.”

“How do I compensate an
‘influence-style’ channel? How
do I compensate a transactional
channel? How do I compensate
a ‘retention-style’ channel?”
Then there are the marketplaces, the digital B2B shopping
malls in which multiple vendors, systems integrators, managed
service providers, and other entities combine to deliver solutions tailored to the customer. The most prominent ones
center around platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings of the
“Big Three” cloud solution providers: Microsoft Azure, Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), and Amazon Web Services (AWS).
Thanks to regulatory threats, the price to transact in these
marketplaces has decreased dramatically this year, according
to McBain—Microsoft and Google dropped their fees from 20
to 3 percent, while the cost to conduct business in AWS ranges
between 3 and 5 percent. Then there are major cloud-native
software companies like Salesforce, Workday, and NetSuite,
which today charge partners as much as a 15 percent transaction fee but could drop that number to single digits in the
coming years if McBain’s predictions come to fruition.
With the cost going down and marketplace growth going
up, Lorin Coles, CEO and managing director of ecosystem-driven management consulting firm Alliancesphere, said
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the time is right to start thinking about “ecosystems as an
organizing principle” that helps companies develop an “endto-end model that fully integrates the get- and go-to-market.”
In partner ecosystems, tech companies collaborate to drive
broader business outcomes on behalf of the customer. This
could be driving revenue growth, profitability, or time-tomarket, or penetrating new market segments. If ecosystems
are built into vendors’ operating models, they will be motivated to maximize and leverage partners in developing solutions that deliver on these client objectives.
“You’re trying to design a partner program that motivates the
partner business models and the different personas,” he said.
“There are lots of different stakeholders who play different
roles and create different value exchanges at every aspect of
this. You’re trying to motivate and incent everybody at each
point of that journey, so that we are creating the best possible
mutual customer experience.”

“You’re trying to incent everybody
at each point of that journey, so that
we are creating the best possible
mutual customer experience.”
In this world, for example, a fleet automation software
company might rely on leads generated by the marketing
efforts of its Geographic Information System (GIS) technology partner to sell its core telematics services. Or perhaps that
vendor needs that same GIS provider to develop a particular type of optimized routing capability being demanded by
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customers. The partner might also be doing the bulk of the
ongoing customer service and troubleshooting work. In each
of these cases, the partner needs to be incentivized at all points
on the client journey.

Feather in Your Capex
This sets up a quandary. Regardless of whether you’re selling
direct, through the traditional channel, or via marketplaces,
there simply isn’t enough money in the transaction itself to
compensate everyone along the customer journey, either
before the sale, where partners are helping to market joint
offerings, or after, when they are refining joint solutions to
meet customers’ evolving needs. So where is that money going
to come from? McBain pointed to good old-fashioned “capex”
funds.
“I need you to cut me a check to go overlay onto these partners, and they may do it through the tools we already have,
like through-channel marketing automation or things that we
already have in our portal, but the funding to do that will not
come out of the transaction. It will have to come out of capital
spend,” he said.

“Funding will not come out of
the transaction. It will have to
come out of capital spend.”
McBain envisions a day when the head of alliances and channels will make the case directly to the CFO for the money that
would fund these activities. He predicted that alliance practice
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leaders would compete with heads of sales and marketing
for dollars, and eventually they will learn to illustrate how
“$150,000 spent in our channel to drive this early marketing
and get more customers to the dance, $150,000 spent after the
transaction to renew that customer for life, is much better,
larger, faster revenue [than giving that same money to sales
and marketing].”

All for One and One for All
Although Coles freely admitted that there are more questions
than answers about the evolution of partner compensation, he
foresees a more integrated approach to coming up with these
funds that will be a byproduct of alliances being “baked into”
the broader company strategy model rather than “bolted on.”
“I’m talking about one unified strategy that is integrated into the
corporate strategy, that is integrated into the product strategy,
and that’s integrated into the go-to-market strategy,” he said.

“I’m talking about one unified strategy
that is integrated into the corporate
strategy, that is integrated into the
product strategy, and that’s integrated
into the go-to-market strategy.”
Since partners are integral at every point of the customer life
cycle, the roles of alliance management, business development, and the field are defined in a way where partnerships
are integrated as a common thread that both runs through
each of the functions and ties them together. Sales, marketing,
product, customer success, and alliance management aren’t
necessarily competing against one another. Rather, marketing
will have already accounted for partners’ role in advancing
prospects through the first parts of the funnel. It won’t object
to apportioning some of those marketing dollars to partners
because the latter’s work benefits the end customer. Similarly,
the product and customer service teams will reward the global
systems integrators (GSIs) and independent software vendors
(ISVs) by keeping the customer happy developing new functionality, handling support tickets, and upselling new services.
“The product team has to decide from an engineering standpoint where partners fit into what we are going to invest in
and what we build as a company,” said Coles. “If we’re going
to commit to revenue, the sales team has to commit to the
revenue regardless of the route and how it’s sold—direct or
indirect.”

Zen and the Art of Customer
Maintenance
Integrating partners into the entire org chart is as much a personnel issue as it is about allocating budget for specific activities. Alliancesphere is starting to tinker with staffing models
in which alliance managers are added to the sales and product
divisions, and they operate outside of the core alliance team.
In fact, Coles oftentimes finds himself interfacing with the
chief revenue officer or head of HR in building new alliance
programs. Those employees can theoretically help align partners around shifting customer needs well before and after the
transaction.
Taken together, tech companies would have the people, processes, and budget to figure out partner compensation at every
point of interaction with the client.

“What’s the one thing
we can rally around as a
business? The customer.”
“That’s why the word ‘holistic’ may feel very hippie and Zen,
but that’s the reality. It’s about a holistic customer end model,”
Coles said. “What’s the one thing we can rally around as a
business? The customer. One thing we’re all trying to do is
create, deliver, and capture value at the customer.”

Egging Partners On to Embrace
New Opportunities
As the model evolves, it will become natural to spread the eggs
in the transaction basket around a little bit more.
“Yes, we’ve been focusing in the industry for a very, very long
time on the transaction. We still care about the transaction—
it’s not that we don’t care about the transaction—it’s just that
we’re looking at this through a life cycle view. We’re looking
at it through the customer and buyer journey. We’re trying
to motivate behavior that goes beyond the transaction,” said
Coles. “The revenue you are getting is based on them utilizing and receiving the value. The incentives are better aligned,
in a sense, to customer outcomes. This is all about getting to
[better] customer outcomes.”
If tech companies are fretting about coming up with extra
budget for rewarding allies that the initial transaction can’t
cover, Coles said not to worry.
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“In theory, in the long run,
it’s better for everyone—it’s
more sustainable, it’s more
repeatable—but it’s a change
in how you do things.”
“After the transaction is the renewal cross-sell/upsell opportunity, and quite frankly, there can be a lot more [opportunity]
in the post-transaction. Depending on the initial transaction,
it can be pretty big, but it might be in one major area of the
business. If you’re really driving consumption, usage, and
adoption, the real upside is beyond the ‘land,’ but in the ‘adopt,’
‘expand,’ and ‘renew’ [phases]. There’s a lot more [revenue] if
you’re able to get to that next step,” he said. “In theory, in the
long run, it’s even better for everyone—it’s more sustainable,
it’s more repeatable—but it’s a change in how you do things.”

Now and in the Future
We’re starting to see some examples of this today. In October,
Google announced that it was increasing its Partner Services
Funds, which are intended to incentivize partners to accelerate the adoption of new Google services, by a factor of 10. And
as part of AWS’s Partner Growth Rebate (PGR) program, distributors and collaborating solution providers can earn AWS
promotional credits if they grow their existing AWS client
accounts to meet specific year-over-year growth targets.
Nevertheless, much of the talk from tech vendors themselves
is still hypothetical, futuristic, and aspirational at this point.
“I believe that in the future, not too far into the distant future,
that there is a potential that incentives may become disaggregated,” said Christian Alvarez, senior vice president of worldwide channel sales at Nutanix, in an interview with CRN this
fall. “It’s kind of following that land, expand, renew, and adopt
continuum. I believe that there is a very high probability that
someday in the future, we may align our incentives with that
continuum and the lifetime of the customer value.”

Partners and Customers: It’s a Wrap
But for forward-thinking tech companies, the time is now to
figure out what combination of behavioral incentives, financial rewards, manpower, and creative activities will entice
resellers, ISVs, GSIs, MSPs, and others across the partner
portfolio to engage, attract, close, maintain, and grow client
relationships. The message? If they don’t, chances are their
competitors will.
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“It’s going to be very hard to win deals if prospective customers go through 28 moments hearing recommendations and
endorsements of our competitors,” said McBain. “It’s going to
be difficult to keep that customer for life if we don’t have partners wrapped all over that customer that are aligned to us—
and, fortunately, we already do. In a world where 90 percent
of the entire economy is run, endorsed by, orchestrated by,
managed by, and enriched by partners, we are going to be in
big trouble if partners aren’t engaging clients on our behalf
throughout the customer life cycle.”
In the end, joint customers may serve as an effective guidepost
for tech companies looking to evolve partner compensation
over time.

“Rally around the customer,
focus on what they care about,
put incentives in place to drive
the right partnering behavior,
then manage and reward to the
outcomes we mutually expect.”
“Rally around the customer, focus on what they care about,
put incentives in place to drive the right partnering behavior,
then manage and reward to the outcomes we mutually expect,”
Coles advised.
At the end of the day, lost customers will be harder to recoup
than any compensation paid to partners. n
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